Beefing Up
Environmental
Sustainability
Efficient Hereford genetics can help producers reduce
methane emissions.
by Macey Mueller

D

espite years of misleading information
and conflated statistics, the U.S. beef
industry has made tremendous strides
in efficiency and sustainability. Driven
by improvements in genetics, nutrition,
health and management, U.S. beef production is
well on its way to reducing its carbon footprint,
and according to some researchers, could
actually become part of the global climate
change solution.
Cattle have been called the “ultimate
upcyclers” — using land often unsuitable for
cultivation and upgrading the protein found in
human-inedible plants to a higher-value food
product. Nutrient-dense beef production, though,
does come at a cost. According to the United
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), the global beef lifecycle contributes 6%
of the world’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

(EPA) and United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) data, Sara Place, Elanco Animal Health
chief sustainability officer, says the U.S. cattle herd
decreased 8% from 1997 to 2017, yet produced 3%
more beef and lowered GHG emissions 2%.
Despite these dramatic improvements, global
GHG statistics are often incorrectly used to describe
U.S. beef production GHG emissions, creating
confusion and misleading consumers. Place says,
according to the FAO, U.S. beef production is
responsible for less than 0.5% of the global beef
industry’s total GHG emissions. The global emission
rate for all livestock — beef, dairy, pigs, chickens,
etc. — is 14.5%, which is a number commonly (and
incorrectly) used to describe the effect of the U.S.
beef industry alone. On a domestic scale, U.S. EPA

American efficiency
For years, the U.S. livestock industry worked to lower
its carbon footprint while increasing the amount of
beef produced to meet the needs of a growing global
population. In doing so, the U.S. created the most
environmentally efficient beef production system in
the world. Citing Environmental Protection Agency
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inventories indicate beef production is responsible
warming if emission sources remain constant —
for just 2% of all U.S. emissions.
similar to a bathtub draining at the same rate it
The U.S. beef industry also has one of the lowest
is being filled.
GHG emissions intensities (used to measure the GHG
To better calculate methane’s climate impact,
emissions per pound of beef produced), which is 10 to
researchers are suggesting the adoption of a
50 times lower than beef produced in other parts of
new measurement tool called “Global Warming
the world. The greater efficiency in U.S. production
Potential Star” (GWP*). This tool considers the
systems results in more beef per animal. For example,
differences in how short-lived climate pollutants
FAO statistics indicate the U.S. produces around 18%
like methane and long-lived climate pollutants
of the world’s beef with 8% of the world’s cattle herd.
affect warming of the atmosphere.
Furthermore, according to USDA
National Agricultural Statistics
Service (NASS) data, it takes 36%
fewer cattle to produce the same
The U.S. produces around
of the world’s
amount of beef today than it did
in 1975.
of the world’s cattle herd.
beef with
It is sometimes argued that
U.S. beef production uses too
much feed which could be
consumed by humans. But, that’s
not the case says Place. Grains
account for approximately 11%
It takes
fewer
Beef production is
of an animal’s lifetime diet, and
the other 89% consists largely of
cattle to produce the same
responsible for just
feed that is inedible to humans
amount of beef today
of all U.S.
(forage and byproducts),
according to a 2019 U.S. study
than it did in 1975.
emissions.
she helped conduct. Meanwhile,
over two times more high-quality
protein is generated by feeding
corn to cattle and making beef
than if corn were consumed
The U.S. cattle herd decreased
directly by humans.
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Managing methane
In addition, now researchers
suggest emissions of short-lived
gases like methane should be
viewed differently than long-lived
gases like carbon dioxide. Although very potent,
methane reacts differently in the atmosphere, and
emissions do not affect atmospheric concentration
and temperature change in the same way.
Carbon dioxide emitted from the burning of
fossil fuels accumulates over time and can spend
up to 1,000 years in the atmosphere. It behaves
much like a bathtub with a running faucet but a
very slow drain. In contrast, methane breaks down
over a decade and returns to the atmosphere as
carbon dioxide. There it will be reabsorbed by the
plants cattle eat, causing them to belch methane.
The process is part of the “biogenic carbon cycle.”
While methane still contributes to warming
during those 10 years, it will not add additional
Hereford.org

from 1997 to 2017, yet produced
more beef.

3%

Jason Sawyer, a research scientist at the King
Ranch Institute for Ranch Management, has
evaluated the overall GHG footprint of the
beef industry. He says more effective metrics
are needed to better measure and describe
the actual environmental impacts of beef
production systems.
“Using a tool like GWP* would dramatically
reduce the reported carbon dioxide equivalent
estimate of U.S. beef production and really change
the current narrative of beef’s role in global
temperature change,” he says. “If we consider
carbon uptake by grazing lands and use a ratebased metric like GWP*, U.S. beef production may
already be climate neutral.”

continued on page 46...
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...Beefing Up Environmental Sustainability continued from page 45

Even as more information about methane’s
role in global temperature change continues to
unfold, it is important to remember that lowering
methane emissions should still remain a top
priority for beef producers.

forage than her straightbred counterpart, resulting
in 725 pounds less forage in a year and an annual
savings of $22-$50 per head, Lalman says.
The study’s results suggest Hereford genetics are
complementary in a crossbreeding system with Angus
cows to reduce the amount of feed resources needed
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Whether grass- or grain-finished, most of
what cattle eat in their life is grass, and less
than 10% of the lifetime feed
of grainfinished
cattle is
Beef Cattle eat
grain.
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of U.S. corn
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covers approximately
6.5 million acres

Corn Fed to Cattle =
2% of U.S. cropland acres
0.3% of total U.S. land area
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Grain-finished
beef cattle
provide 19% more
human-edible
protein than
they consume.

Beef is a Nutrient-rich Food
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Increased use of
synthetic fertilizer

Increased
soil erosion

One 3-ounce cooked serving of a composite,
trimmed, retail beef cut contributes less than
10% of calories to a 2000-calorie diet, yet it
supplies more than 10% of the Daily Value for
10 essential nutrients including protein, iron,
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